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Abstract. This paper examines and reviews research methods applied
within the field of mobile human-computer interaction. The purpose is
to provide a snapshot of current practice for studying mobile HCI to
identify shortcomings in the way research is conducted and to propose
opportunities for future approaches. 102 publications on mobile humancomputer interaction research were categorized in a matrix relating their
research methods and purpose. The matrix revealed a number of significant trends with a clear bias towards building systems and evaluating
them only in laboratory settings, if at all. Also, gaps in the distribution
of research approaches and purposes were identified; action research,
case studies, field studies and basic research being applied very infrequently. Consequently, we argue that the bias towards building systems
and a lack of research for understanding design and use limits the development of cumulative knowledge on mobile human computer interaction. This in turn inhibits future development of the research field as a
whole.

1

Introduction

The study of human computer interaction for mobile devices is a relatively young
research field in which commercially successful devices have only been available for
less than a decade and leading conferences have only a few years of history. In young
research fields there is often a tendency to be highly opportunity and technology
driven and to focus primarily on producing solutions while reflecting less on methodology. This characterized early computer research and can also be seen in relation to
emerging research areas such as virtual and augmented reality. As a research field
matures, examining how the research is being conducted and reflecting on the impact
of this on the knowledge being produced is necessary in order to be able to understand
and influence the future direction of the field. So far, this has not been done consistently within the community of mobile HCI and consequently little knowledge on a
methodological level exists about the research field. This analysis and discussion will
be borne out by this paper.
Inspired by related studies within the field of Information Systems (IS), we aim at
evoking more discussion of research methodology in mobile HCI by presenting a
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snapshot of current research practice within our field, identifying and discussing
shortcomings in present research and opportunities for future approaches.
Focus and reflection on research methodology has been a key subject within information system research for decades (see e.g. [1, 3, 5, 8, 11]). Facilitating this discussion, a number of frameworks for describing and categorizing IS-research methods
have been developed (see e.g. [5]), which could also be relevant in relation to discussions of mobile HCI research. Specifically, we find that the classification of computeraided software engineering (CASE) research by Wynekoop and Conger [11] demonstrate a generally usable (and relatively simple) approach to informing the discussion
of research methods applied within a given area. Wynekoop and Conger [11] reviewed and classified 40 IS-research papers in a two-dimensional matrix relating research methods and research purpose, providing a picture of the research field facilitating discussion of current research practice. In this paper we replicate elements from
this study by applying its overall approach to the field of mobile HCI. In section 2 and
3 we present the categories of research methods and research purposes used in our
classification. In section 4 we describe the conducted review of Mobile HCI research
papers and present a matrix describing the resulting classification. Trends highlighted
by this matrix are then discussed in section 5 and in sections 6 and 7 we indicate limitations, conclude our study and point out paths for further work.

2

Research Methods

Defining and especially differentiating research methods can be a challenge. Definitions are sometimes vague and often different aspects of different methods overlap. As
the purpose of this paper is not to discuss definitions of research methods as such, we
have chosen to apply eight definitions extracted from Wynekoop and Conger [11]
with supplementary input from general references on research methodology in information systems [7, 8, 9, 12]. Knowing that these definitions may themselves be objects for disagreement, we refer to [11, 5] for further discussion of the definitions.
Table 1. Summary of research methods (extracted from Wynekoop and Conger [11])
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In this section, we present and review the eight research methods used in our classification of mobile HCI research. For each method, strengths and weaknesses are identified as well as primary uses and possible application in mobile HCI research. This
discussion is summarized in table 1. As an overall categorization, we group the eight
research methods according to Benbasat's [2] categories of natural, artificial and
environment independent settings.
2.1

Case Studies

Yin [12] defines a case study as “an empirical enquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between
phenomenon and context are not clearly evident”. Thus case studies are often intensive empirical studies of small size entities such as groups, organizations, individuals,
systems or tools with the researcher distinct from the phenomena being studied [11].
When conducting case studies, data is typically collected by a combination of various
qualitative and quantitative means such as observations, interviews and questionnaires
etc. with little experimental or statistical control enforced. The data collected is
grounded in natural settings, typically very rich and sometimes contradictory or inconsistent, thus often resulting in complicated analysis. Case studies are particularly well
suited for research focusing on describing and explaining a specific phenomenon and
for developing hypothesis or theory through, for example, applying grounded-theory
approaches. However, case studies are very time demanding and generalizing findings
can be difficult.
Since mobile HCI is a relatively young research area, case studies could be used to
provide rich data explaining phenomena involving mobility or the use of mobile devices in context.
2.2

Field Studies

Generally, field studies are characterized by taking place in “the real world” as opposed to in a laboratory setting. Field studies cover a range of qualitative and quantitative approaches from ethnographic studies of phenomena in their social and cultural
context inspired by the discipline of social and cultural anthropology [7] to field experiments in which a number of independent variables are manipulated [11].
Ethnographic field studies are characterized by researchers spending significant
amounts of time in the field and, to some extent, immersing themselves into the environment they study. Typically, data is gathered through observations and/or interviews
and the phenomena studied are placed in a social and cultural context. The major
advantage of ethnographic field studies is the generation of large amounts of rich and
grounded data in relatively short time. The major disadvantages are unknown biases
and no guarantee of collected data being representative.
While ethnographic field studies are non-experimental, field experiments are characterized by manipulation of a number of independent variables to observe the influence on dependant variables in a natural setting. The major advantages of field experiments are increased realism and increased control in comparison to ethnographic
field studies and support for studying complex situated interactions and processes.
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Disadvantages include limited control of experiments and complicated data collection
compared to, for example, experiments in laboratory settings. Furthermore, as experimental manipulation increases, realism typically decreases.
In relation to mobile HCI research, field studies could be applied for either informing design for or understanding of mobility by ethnographic studies of current
practice or for evaluating design or theory by conducting experiments in realistic use
settings.
2.3

Action Research

Originating from the social sciences, action research is a well-established research
method through which researchers not only apply scientific knowledge to an object of
study, but also add to the body of scientific knowledge through that study, thus differentiating action research from applied science or research [8]. Conducting action research, the researcher participates in the intervention of the activity or phenomenon
being studied while at the same time evaluating the results [11]. More specifically,
Rapoport [9] defines action research as aiming “to contribute both to the practical
concerns of people in an immediate problematic situation and to the goals of social
science by joint collaboration within a mutually acceptable ethical framework”.
The advantage of action research is the very close relationship between researchers
and the phenomena of interest. This facilitates first-hand insight, limits researcher
influence on subjects being studied and supports a prosperous way of applying theory
to practice and evaluating its outcome. However, action research is very time consuming, and since the researcher takes part in the phenomena studied remaining objective can be difficult. Also, when participating in the intervention of an activity or
phenomenon, considerations emerge concerning if it is ethically acceptable for a researcher, for example, to conceal knowledge of particular approaches having better
effects than others. Finally, the outcome of this research can be difficult to generalize.
In relation to mobile HCI research, action research could be used for extending
field or case studies by researchers participating actively in real world activities involving mobility, introducing different solutions or theories “on-the-fly” as well as
evaluating their effects and/or validity.
2.4

Laboratory Experiments

In contrast to field studies, laboratory studies are characterized by taking place in a
controlled environment created for the purpose of research. Thus laboratory experiments do not necessarily have to take place in dedicated “laboratories” as such but can
be conducted in various controlled environments such as in an office [10], in a hallway [4] or in a simulator [6]. Laboratory experiments facilitate various types of data
being collected using different experimental methods depending on the style of subsequent analysis desired. While traditional quantitative measurements of factors such as
error rate and task completion times collected through, for example, cognitive walkthrough methods are suitable for statistical methods of analysis, using more qualitative
approaches such as heuristic evaluation or think-aloud protocols during the conduct of
experimental tasks also produces results suitable for analysis.
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The major advantages of laboratory studies are the opportunity to focus on specific
phenomena of interest and a large degree of experimental control in terms of manipulation of variables before and during the experiment through for example assignment
of test subjects and exposure to different treatment variables [11]. Also, laboratory
experiments are typically highly replicable and facilitate good data collection. Disadvantages include limited relation to the real world and an unknown level of generalizability of results outside laboratory settings.
In mobile HCI research, laboratory experiments are suitable for evaluating design
ideas, specific products or theories about design and user interaction in controlled
environments with little or no interference from the real world.
2.5

Survey Research

Surveys usually inform research by providing information from a known sample of
people gathered through various systematic techniques such as questionnaires and
interviews. Using surveys, data is gathered directly from selected respondents and it is
assumed that these are independent of their environment [11]. Typically, data from
questionnaire surveys is collected without researcher intervention and is analyzed
quantitatively while data from interview surveys are analyzed qualitatively.
The major advantages of surveys are that they facilitate large amounts of data to be
gathered with relatively little effort, supporting broad generalization of results. Also a
high level of control regarding sample subjects makes reduction of bias possible thus
increasing validity. However, surveys suffer from providing only snapshots of studied
phenomena and rely highly on the subjective views of respondents.
In mobile HCI research, surveys could, for example, facilitate generalizable information being gathered about user needs and requirements for understanding a phenomenon, building theory or developing systems. Also, surveys could be used for
gathering data about the user experience of specific products or designs for evaluation
purposes.
2.6

Applied Research

According to [11] applied research, builds on trial and error on the basis of the researchers capabilities of reasoning through intuition, experience, deduction and induction. Typically the desired goal or outcome of the research process is known in
terms of requirements on some level of abstraction, but methods or techniques for
accomplishing this outcome are unknown and thus sought through applying potentially
relevant research. The advantages of applied research is that it is very goal directed
and (typically) results in some kind of product being produced, which can be evaluated against the initial goals. The major disadvantages of applied research are that
initial solutions may be very limited and not generalizable and that appropriate solutions for accomplishing the desired outcome may not be produced at all.
In mobile HCI research, applied research is relevant in relation to design and implementation of systems, interfaces and techniques, which meet certain requirements
for performance, user interaction, user satisfaction etc.
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2.7

Basic Research

Doing basic research, researchers develop new theories or study well-known problems
to which neither specific solutions nor methods for accomplishing solutions are known
[11]. Like applied research, the approach of basic research is trial and error based
relying on the competences of the researcher. The major advantage of basic research is
the openness of the research facilitated both in terms of approaches and time, allowing
a high level of creativity in the search for methods and solutions. However, basic
research, like applied research, can be very time consuming and there is no guarantee
of any solution eventually being produced.
In relation to mobile HCI, basic research may be applied to the development of
theoretical frameworks for, for example, understanding basic issues of mobility or for
identifying new problems and possible solutions related to human-computer interaction while being mobile.
2.8

Normative Writings

In order to include the significant body of so-called “non-research” writings about
phenomena of interests in their classification of research methods, Wynekoop and
Conger [11] suggests the category of normative writings, covering concept development writings, presentation of “truth” and Benbasat's [3] category of “application
descriptions”. While concept development writings organize ideas in order to stimulate and indicate directions for future research, such as the case of this paper, normative writings belonging to the “truth” category present ideas, concepts and suggestions, which seem intuitively correct but are not based on theory or research. Application descriptions are defined as “narratives written by practitioners” [11], describing
subjective views on a situation and what worked for them in that particular situation.
The primary advantage of normative writings is that they require little effort to produce compared to presenting complex theoretical concepts. Disadvantages include
limited theoretical and methodological reflection and limited generalizability.
In mobile HCI, normative writings describing designs and processes that worked
well or did not prove successful may be useful for inspiring future research or design.

3

Research Purpose

Research methods as discussed above and research purpose are typically closely related but not necessarily determined by one another. Like Wynekoop and Conger [11]
we thus use the second dimension of our matrix for classifying mobile HCI research to
describe research purpose. Populating the categories this dimension we borrow the
categories and definitions of research purposes originally proposed in [1] and also
used in [11]. These are briefly defined below.
Understanding is the purpose of research focusing on finding the meaning of studied
phenomena through e.g. frameworks or theories developed from collected data.
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Engineering is defined as the purpose of research focused towards developing new
systems or parts of systems such as e.g. an interaction technique for mobile phones.
Re-engineering describes the purpose of research focusing on improving existing
systems by redeveloping them such as e.g. adapting a web browser to a small display.
Evaluating is the purpose of research assessing or validating products, theories or
methods e.g. the usability of a specific mobile device design or a theory of interaction.
Describing finally refers to research focusing on defining desirable properties of
products e.g. a mobile system.

4

Classification of Mobile HCI Research

In this section we present a classification of selected mobile human-computer interaction research papers in relation to the research methods and purposes discussed above.
A total of 102 conference and journal papers were classified in relation to the described categories of research purpose and research methods applied. These papers
constitute all publications related to mobile human-computer interaction between 2000
and 2002 in the following top-level conference proceeding series and journals:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conference on Computer-Human Interaction, CHI, ACM
Conference on Advanced Visual Interfaces, AVI, ACM
Conference on User Interface Software and Technology, UIST, ACM
Conference on Computer-Supported Cooperative Work, CSCW, ACM
Symposium on Human-Computer Interaction with Mobile Devices, Mobile HCI
Symposium on Designing Interactive Systems, DIS, ACM
Transactions on Computer-Human Interaction, TOCHI, ACM
Journal of Personal and Ubiquitous Computing, Springer-Verlag

While other conferences and journals exist, presenting interesting research on mobile human-computer interaction, we found that the listed conferences and journals
provided a solid and adequately representative base for this study given the number of
publications on the topic and the general level of the reviewing processes for these
conferences and journals.
The 102 papers specifically focusing on mobile human-computer interaction were
identified by thoroughly reading through abstracts (and sometimes introductions) of
all publications between 2000 and 2002 in the listed conference proceeding series and
journals. A paper was selected for the study if it was in any way related to mobile
devices and human-computer interaction. Thus a paper would be omitted if it focused
only on mobile network protocol design or did not involve any aspect of mobility of
users or systems. All papers were printed, numbered, read through and classified over
a period of two weeks by the first author of this paper with particular focus on identifying the purpose of the presented work and the research methods applied in achieving
this. The classification is shown in table 2 below.
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Table 2. Classification of mobile human-computer interaction research. Numbers refer to indexes in the appendix of reviewed mobile HCI research papers bibliography

To ensure consistency, the initial classification of the papers was evaluated by
scanning through all the papers a second time on a single day. To ensure validity, the
second author of this paper subsequently evaluated the classification by blindly classifying 20 randomly selected papers. As this resulted in a number of disparities, all 102
papers were discussed and classified one by one through the collaboration of the two
authors.
While in the review presented in Wynekoop and Conger [11] each paper is only attributed to one research method and purpose, this was not possible with all of the
papers on mobile human-computer interaction. Some of the reviewed papers clearly
employed more than one research method and had multiple purposes. A common
example of this would be papers presenting a system engineered by applying research
and subsequently evaluated in a laboratory. Consequently, such papers were given
multiple classifications and appear more than once in table 2 above. As a consequence
of multiple research methods and purposes in the same paper, aggregate percentages
will sometimes amount to more than 100%.
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Table 2 shows that 55% of mobile HCI research falls within the applied category
(56 of 102 papers). The secondly most used method is laboratory experiments being
applied in 31% of the research (32 of 102 papers). 20% of the papers report from field
studies and 8% report from survey studies while 7% are normative writings and 6%
report from case studies. Only 3 papers were classified as basic research and no entries were found for action research. This distribution shows a clear bias towards environment independent and artificial setting research in the form of applied and laboratory based approaches at the expense of natural setting research focusing on real use
and basic and action research generating theory and refining it in practice.
Looking at the research purpose, 51% of mobile HCI research is done for engineering with additional 10% done for re-engineering. Thus in total, 61% of the research reported involves building systems. 41% of the papers involve evaluation, of
which 71% is done through laboratory experiments 19% through field experiments
and the remaining 10% through surveys. Research for understanding mobile HCI
accounts for 18% of the papers, of which 22% reports from the use of surveys and
22% from field studies. Describing different aspects of mobile HCI accounts for 10%
of the research, of which 50% are in the form of normative writings. Thus within mobile HCI research there is a clear tendency towards building systems and if evaluating
them, doing so in laboratory settings. Understanding and learning from the design and
real use of systems is less prioritized, limiting the generation of a cumulative body of
knowledge on mobile human-computer interaction.
Of the 56 papers applying research, 96% do so for the purpose of engineering or reengineering. Thus in total, these two cells in the matrix account for more than 50% of
the mobile HCI research classified. Of the 32 papers in the laboratory experiment
category, 94% use this method for evaluation purposes. Of the 20 papers reporting
from field studies, 40% use this method for evaluation purpose while 25% use it for
engineering. 20% (4 papers) report from field studies for the purpose of understanding. Thus when building systems within mobile HCI research, there is a clear tendency
to do so primarily by trial and error and a lesser tendency to do so based on actual user
studies. Also, controlled environments are used primarily for product evaluation purposes. Field studies are only applied to inform the design of new systems to a limited
extend.
Of the 45 papers reporting applied research with the purpose of engineering systems, only 37% (17 papers) also report evaluating the produced solutions. 61% of
these evaluations are done through laboratory experiments, 22% through field studies
and the remaining 17% by surveys. Of the 9 papers reporting the re-engineering of
systems, 56% also report evaluations of these systems. 80% of these are through laboratory experiments and 20% through field studies. Thus when building new systems,
there is a tendency towards not evaluating them while when subsequently re-building
them, evaluation is more prevalent. When evaluating engineered or re-engineered
systems, there is a large bias towards applying laboratory-based approaches.
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5

Discussion

Table 2 reveals a lack of focus on real use contexts in relation to engineering and
evaluating mobile systems as well as limited construction and use of theory. While
field studies are being done, natural setting research is not prevalent. One reason for
this may be that applied research and laboratory experiments are simply easier to
conduct and manage than field studies, case studies and action research. Another reason may be that mobile HCI has strong roots in computer science and humancomputer interaction. These fields collectively have a strong bias towards engineering
and evaluating systems, with input from fields such as ethnography only recently
emerging.
Reflecting further on table 2, a number of features seem to characterize the field of
mobile human-computer interaction. Firstly, given the prevalent applied approach to
engineering it seems assumed that we already know what to build and which specific
problems to overcome such as limited screen real estate, limited means for interaction,
dynamic use-contexts and limited network bandwidth. As only a little research actually addresses the question of what is useful and what is perceived problematic from a
user-perspective and as a qualitative review of the classified papers reveal that
evaluations are often focused on functionality rather than contextual issues, it is difficult to set aside this assumption and identify and face more fundamental challenges to
mobile human-computer interaction. Secondly, given the limited focus on real-world
studies it seems that the real contexts are not actually important for the mobile system
we build and use and that mobile computer systems are a generically applicable solution. The view that building and evaluating systems by trial and error is better than
grounding engineering, evaluation and theory in user-based studies weakens research
in mobile HCI. Thirdly, given the fact that only few studies are based on a methodological foundation, it seems assumed that methodology matters very little in mobile
HCI research. This supposition is problematic as the choice of methods clearly has
influence on the results subsequently produced [8]. From a cognitive psychology perspective, for example, problem solving by applied research is viewed as a rather poor
method as it demands huge efforts by researchers that often “translate into poor performance because they require search of a large space of possibilities” [11].
The distribution of research methods and purposes shown in table 2 offers a number of opportunities in the area of mobile HCI. Firstly, the fact that field studies are
mostly being used for the purpose of evaluation presents the opportunity to use this
method to explore use context and user needs to promote understanding. Field studies
could assist with the translation of needs into new designs and the re-engineering of
existing designs. Mobility is very difficult to emulate in a laboratory setting, as is the
dynamism of changing context. Field studies offer the ideal opportunity for the study
of rich real-world use cases. Learning from other disciplines that have struggled with
the study of similar “slippery” phenomena, such as ethnography in this regard could
provide important insight. The lack of survey and case study research also presents an
opportunity. Information Systems uses these approaches widely, with the former research method often being used to collect large amounts of data from, for example,
actual end-users of a system. In addition this approach offers a good opportunity to
study the use of systems in the hands of a large segment of the population, enabling
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wider reaching generalizations. Case studies within mobile HCI could increase learning from existing implemented systems within real-world contexts, for example mobile systems and infrastructure within organizations. Such case studies would enable
the close scrutiny of pre-defined phenomena in fixed contexts, which could then be
used to enrich the collective knowledge in the discipline and to enable key issues to be
described and understood. The issues generated could then be used to generate hypotheses to propagate further research. The limited use of action research points to
both the lack of a well-established body of theoretical research within the discipline
and the unwillingness to implement mobile systems which are uncertain to succeed
and take a long time to evaluate and implement. This is perhaps not surprising, given
the current cost of such technology and the associated implementation overhead.
Nonetheless, this is, again, an opportunity to develop knowledge in the discipline
through practice and evaluation. Finally, the lack of basic research means that opportunities exist for the development of theoretical frameworks to promote description
and understanding. In addition, the applicability of theories from other disciplines to
mobile HCI can be examined through basic and action research.

6

Limitations

The presented review of research methods has a number of limitations. First of all, the
categories of research methods can be criticized for being vague and overlapping.
Thus for example, case studies are often done in the field but it is unclear how this
method differs from field studies. If a case study were, on the other hand, conduced in
a controlled environment, how would it be different from a laboratory experiment?
Furthermore, it can be discussed whether the eight categories of methods belong to the
same level of abstraction or if some categories could be subordinated others. Combined with the fact that many research papers provide only little information about
method, it can be difficult to decide which category a specific paper belongs to. Thus
the presented study relies on the researchers comprehension of the categories and
ability to make a qualified judgment on the basis of sometimes scarce information.
Also, it can, of course, be questioned if the selected papers are representative and to
what extent activities within a given area are actually reflected through publications.

7

Conclusions

In this paper we have examined and reviewed research methods within the field of
mobile HCI through classifying 102 research papers. We have identified a number of
significant trends in research purpose and methods with a clear bias towards engineering systems using applied approaches and, if evaluating them, doing so in laboratory settings. In addition we have found that research methods examining phenomena
in context such as case studies are not widely used. These findings present a number
of opportunities for further research suggesting the need for a change of emphasis
within the field of mobile HCI.
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